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tandards

ey contents of the chapter

  tandards can he p to promote e ports of reen oods y ma in  visi e the socia  and 

environmenta  enefits associated ith their production and appea in  to certain 

consumers  y rea isin  untapped comparative advanta es and tri erin  earnin  

processes  and y increasin  sca e and access to finance  tandards can a so serve to 

promote reen industries in a coordinated manner across countries y ref ectin  the 

ne ative e terna ities of ro n sectors  hether domestic or forei n  throu h e port or 

import po icies  

  tandards can ta e different forms dependin  on their nature ( indin  or non indin )  

their source (pu ic  private  mi ed)  their tar et and contents (either the product  the 

production process or oth  from different perspectives  e  environmenta  socia  etc )  

and their overnance (specifica y their method of assessment  e  pu ic authorities  

third parties  producer assessed  and the conse uences  e  commercia isation  

disc osures  etc )  hey can e used from the perspective of e porters (to increase the 

competitiveness of certain products) or importers (to contro  the ua ity of imported 

products and ma e sure domestic and other forei n producers are not disadvanta ed y

products deve oped ith o er standards)

  a or i ustrations to e considered inc ude the e perience of outh Africa in usin  

standards to oost reen e ports  as e  as those of the United tates and India  here 

a variety of measures have een used to re u ate imports  and these measures have 

een cha en ed as inconsistent ith internationa  trade ru es

  A summary ta e p acin  the too s revie ed in this chapter ithin the overa  

methodo o y presented in hapter  is provided at the end of the chapter
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An increasing number of  States are using a variety of  standards, broadly

understood,  to  promote  trade  in  sustainably  sourced fishery, forestry  and

agricultural products, manufactured products as well as sustainable tourism.

The  nature  of  standards  ranges  from  specific  regulations  to  privately

developed labels on products. Their content and operation varies significantly

depending  on  factors  such  as  the  values  these  standards  aim  to  reflect

(agricultural  or  fisheries  products  that  are  organically  produced,  fair

conditions  of  labour  and  trade,  extraction  of  forestry  products  with  low

environmental impact, tourism that is respectful of  ecosystems, etc.) or the

method used to certify adherence to such standards (government-certified,

private third-party certified, self-assessed), among others.

rom  a  green  industrial  policy  perspective,  such  standards  are  usually

employed  to  reflect  the  negative  externalities,  particularly  social  and

environmental, of different production processes, products and activities (e.g.

services) or, seen from another perspective, to compensate for the positive

externalities of some products and activities. Thus, the use of standards has a

 . Products or activities that are not standard-compliant

may be banned (e.g. by a food safety regulation) or may face a lower de-

mand,  as  it  is  easier  for  con-

sumers to identify their negative

impacts. At the same time, stand-

ards may serve to realise a 

    

    

 . or example,

as discussed in hapter , some

developing  country  producers

may be producing sustainable ag-

riculture by default, which could

help  them  to  shift  to,  for  ex-

ample,  certified  organic  agricul-

ture  more  easily.  owever,

understanding  the  requirements

of standards used in different ex-

port  markets  can  be  complex.

Thus, technical and financial as-

sistance may be needed for their farmers to produce in a way that complies

with a given sustainability standard used in importing countries, in order to

expand  their  exports  to  such  markets  (see  ox   below  for  a  concrete

example). Moreover, this type of support can trigger a wider learning process

as other producers oin the approach due to the significant price premiums

rom a reen industria

po icy perspective

standards are usua y

emp oyed to re lect t e

ne ati e e ternalities

particu ar y social and

en iron ental  of

different production

processes  products and

activities
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en oyed by, for example, organic or airtrade agricultural exports. The same

logic applies to other sectors, such as fisheries, forestry and tourism. inally,

access to international markets can serve as a basis for increasing the 

  as well as to improve   . rom the perspective

of a       , the

use of  standards in both exporting and importing countries can result in a

general  advantage  given  to  sustainably-sourced  or  produced  goods,  and

hence to a general incentive for industries across countries to adopt more

sustainable production processes and methods. ox 1 summarises the policy

rationales for the use of  standards as a trade-related green industrial policy

tool.

o   oostin  reen industries throu h standards

■ Promotion of reen industries  and e ports  y ref ectin  their positive 
socia  and environmenta  e terna ities to ain admission in forei n mar ets 
and appea  to certain cate ories of consumers

■ Promotion of reen industries y ensurin  that the ne ative e terna ities of 
harmfu  competin  products are e p icit and  as the case may e  y annin
such products from certain mar ets (coordinated reen industria  po icy)

■ Promotion of reen industries  and e ports  y rea i in  atent 
comparative advanta es in certain countries that can more easi y s itch to 
competitive products (e  or anic a ricu tura  or fisheries products) and y 
tri erin  fast earnin  processes

■ Promotion of reen industries  and e ports  y stream inin  access to 
internationa  mar ets and there y increasin  sca e and access to finance

The next section of the chapter discusses the spectrum of standards used in

practice,  focusing  on  their  nature,  content,  certification  processes,  related

support  schemes,  and  the  implications  of  their  use  for  exporting  and

importing  countries  (section  2).  The  chapter  then  provides  some

representative  illustrations  of  the  main  varieties  of  this  tool  (section  ).

Section   summarises  the  chapter  and  places  this  tool  within  the

methodology presented in hapter 1.
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  T  ool- ox

  ectru  o  easures used in ractice

 o o

roadly understood, the term standards  refers to a variety of  statements

(whether of binding or non-binding nature) from either public authorities or

private  entities  setting  certain  minimum  expectations  relating  to  the

composition and operation of  products or their  production processes and

methods. This broad definition points to the main components of standards

that governments have to take into account when using them, namely  

■ Their nature

■ Their source

■ Their target and content 

■ Their governance 

Table  1  summarises  the  four  components  of  standards  and  their  design

options.

a e  tandards and their desi n options

o onents Desi n options

ature indin

o untary (different de rees of authority)

ource Pu ic

i ed (e  officia y endorsed or oint y deve oped)

Private

Tar et and content Product (definin  characteristics  informationa )

Production process (definin  impact  informationa )

oth (definin  characteristics and impact  informationa )

Go ernance Assessment (pu ic third party se f assessed)

onse uences (production access cost iti ation e posure informationa )
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ariations in these components  are important  not only for understanding

how  different  instruments  operate  but  also  with  respect  to  their  legal

treatment  under  international  trade  law.  This  section  discusses  each

component.  Section  2.2  addresses  the  use  of  standards  by  exporting

countries or other entities to promote exports from green industries. Section

2.  then turns to the perspective of  the importing country and purchasers

based in end markets.

 o  

The nature of  standards affects their operation as a green industrial policy

tool.  inding  standards  enacted  through  laws  or  regulations  (sometimes

called  technical  regulations )  impose  requirements  on  the  composition,

structure or operation of a product (e.g. agricultural products or toys or car

parts or electronic equipment) or on its production processes and methods

(e.g. produced respecting certain labour norms or with a low footprint on the

environment or using certain desirable techniques). These requirements will

determine  whether  a  domestic  or  an  international  producer  can

commercialise its products in the regulating country or not and under what

conditions (e.g. disclosure and commercialisation requirements). 

Standards, in the broad meaning in which this chapter refers to them, may be

binding  or  voluntary.  Standards  that  are  not  formally  binding  may

nevertheless  command  great  authority  in  practice  either  because  they

significantly facilitate certain regulatory procedures if  met (e.g. permits) or

because they are widely recognised by large-scale purchasers (e.g. industries

that buy them as inputs or distributors such as supermarkets) or consumers

(e.g. airtrade or organic labels).

o  o   

The  source  of  the  standard  is  related  to  its  nature.  hereas  a  standard

cannot be binding unless it is issued or endorsed by a public authority, non-

binding  standards  can  be  adopted  by  a  wide  variety  of  organisations,

including  State  authorities,  but  also  international  organisations,  non-

governmental organisations or the private sector. ox 2 briefly introduces one

of  the  ma or  standard-setting  private  organisations,  the  International

Standardisation  Organisation  ( ),  and  its  work  on  one  widely  used

environmental standard.
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o  2  I O  certification

he  I O  has  deve oped  a  series  or  fami y  of  environmenta  standards  that  are
increasin y sou ht after y companies sourcin  products a road  he I O  fami y
of  standards  has een very  successfu  and ide y  adopted  here are  current y  over

 companies  in   countries  ith  I O   certified  environmenta
mana ement standards  hich ref ects a si nificant increase in recent years  As of 2
over  per cent of I O  companies ere ased in East Asia compared to  per
cent in Europe and on y three per cent in North America  or companies in deve opin
countries  I O   certification  can  e  an  important  ay  to  demonstrate
environmenta  responsi i ity  and there y  increase  e port  opportunities  An  empirica
study y the OE D found that the adherence to internationa  standards in most cases
eads to a positive effect on e port performance for the respective country

ource  UN Environment (2 ) and http iso or iso home standards mana ement

standards iso htm (visited on  une 2 )

The  wide  range  of  possible  standard-setting  organisations  has  led  to  a

multiplication  of  standards  (several  hundred  of  them  exist  ust  for

environmental matters) with the resulting challenge of  selecting one or the

other standard from a production or purchase perspective. At the same time,

private standards may be useful as a civil society discipline imposed on both

States and the private sector when it is difficult to officially regulate certain

industries for political or economic reasons. This is particularly relevant for

the promotion of green industries, which can rely on non-binding standards

to showcase the environmental and social advantages of  their products and

their  production  processes  (e.g.  organic  agriculture  has  a  much  lower

environmental footprint as well as an advantage in terms of  human health

due to its non-reliance on pesticides and agrochemicals). 

T   o  o  

The target and contents vary across standards, depending on their intended

purpose. Generally speaking, standards may seek to govern the  

     .  Standards  governing  the  product

characteristics are aimed at limiting the health or environmental hazards of a

product. They can relate to features as diverse as chemical residues in food

products,  energy  consumption  by  electronic  devices,  emissions  of  air

pollutants in cars or car parts, the biodegradable nature of  a product, and

many others.  Standards  governing the  production processes  and methods

may target elements that  are present or related to the product itself  or to

elements that are totally absent from it. ox  briefly discusses the standards

administered  by  the  orest  Stewardship  ouncil  ( ),  which  relate  to

sustainability of the processes through which wood products are sourced. 
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or  both  product  and  process  characteristics,  the  use  of  standards  can

introduce a certain degree of discipline in industrial production in a way that

requires or incentivises the industry to apply greener processes and business

models (e.g. extension of  the social and environmental responsibility of  the

producer to waste and recycling) or even to turn to new lines of production

(e.g. a variety of green products). 

o   Premium prices for orest te ardship ounci certified ood and products

Processors  traders and usinesses can enefit from enhanced mar et access and hi her
prices for certified ood and products  Dependin  on the operation  price premiums for

ood  particu ar y from the tropics  ran e from  to 2  per cent  or e amp e  
certified sa n hard ood e ported to the U  y a aysia s P  (a tim er mana ement
company) can fetch  per cent more than non  certified products  he practice of
reduced impact o in  at site  a form of sustaina e forest mana ement advocated y
the   a so saves money for forest o ners  as they do not have to repair dama e
done to the forest from conventiona  o in

ource  UN Environment (2 )

The specific   pursued by a standard (e.g. social and distributional

considerations, reduction of the environmental footprint, protection of plant,

animal and human health) may be relevant from a legal perspective in the

context  of  international  trade  rules,  as  discussed  in  section  2. .   The

information about the product or the process, when the product is placed on

the  market,  can  be  conveyed  in  a  way  so  as  to  highlight  the

environmental social  positive  externalities  of  the  product  (hence  to

compensate in some way for them by the higher appeal to consumers), to

warn about negative externalities or potential dangers (e.g. warning labels in

hazardous  chemicals  and  pesticides)  or  in  a  neutral  manner  (as  food

composition label) ( zarnezki Pollans Main (2017)).

o  o  

The  governance  of  standards  will  normally  be  part  of  a  broader  set  of

institutional arrangements and their performance will  highly depend upon

them. In recent years, there  have been efforts  to  situate  such governance

within the wider    which relies on institutions,

regulations  (including  standards)  as  well  as  on  market  and  consumer

feedback to ensure that  products are fit  for purpose. In other words, that

products are of  sufficient quality for their intended purpose (e.g. education

and training that is useful for the needs of an industry in the green industrial

sector see UNIDO, uality In rastructure  Buildin  Trust or Trade (201 ) and

hapter 7). ithin this broader framework, the governance of standards can

be  seen both  as  part  of  the  institutions governing the  standard  and  as  a

service, i.e. the assessment of conformity. 
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  involves a variety of  processes followed to check

whether a product, a service, a work, an organisation or its personnel meet

certain quality standards. It can take several forms, from inspection and or

testing by public  officials, to third-party assessment by independent third-

parties (in some cases officially accredited), to producer self-assessment (see

ISO UNIDO, Buildin  Trust  T e on or ity Assess ent Tool-Box (2010) and

section 2.  below relating to the conformity assessment agreements signed by

the EU). The selection of  a specific type of  conformity assessment process

may  have  significant  implications  not  only  for  the  credibility  of  the

assessment but also from a legal standpoint, because the legal instruments on

which  different  conformity

assessment  processes  are

based  (e.g.  consumer  protec-

tion  law,  administrative  law,

or international trade law) are

themselves  different  and  rely

on  different  agencies  and

tools for their deployment. 

The  may range

from a simple ban of  produc-

tion or commercialisation, in-

cluding prohibition to  access

certain markets, to fines and

penalties (in case of  non-con-

formity),  to  product  liability

frameworks,  and  informa-

tional and packaging require-

ments  (e.g.  the  pro-vision  of

certain information or the ad-

dition of  warnings).  rom the perspective of  green industrial  policy and,

more specifically, of  trade-related instruments, the governance of  standards

is  important  to  ensure  the  credibility  of  the  standard  and  hence  of  the

compliant products or, in other words, to avoid so-called green-washing .

Only  genuine  sustainably  certified  products  must  en oy  the  competitive

advantage arising from the standard in both the domestic and international

markets. At the same time, to the extent that standard administration affects

market  access,  it  may  also  operate  as  a  technical  (non-tariff  and  non-

quantitative)  barrier  to  trade  and  it  is  therefore  sub ect  to  detailed  trade

disciplines discussed in section 2. . 

In recent years  there

have een efforts to

situate o ernance

it in t e ider uality

in rastructure syste

hich re ies on

institutions  re u ations as

e  as on mar et and

consumer feed ac  to

ensure t at roducts are

it or ur ose
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  T e use o  standards to ro ote e orts

Making  use  of  standards  to  develop,  consolidate  and  promote  green

industries is becoming widespread, particularly for agricultural, fisheries and

forestry  products,  manufacturing,  and  tourism.  Standards  can  channel

interest and investment into some trade-related opportunities (e.g. sustainable

agricultural  products, responsibly-sourced forestry  products, more  efficient

equipment, tourist facilities with a lower environmental footprint), especially

in sectors where some countries have    due

to the climate, the availability of land, and the current production practices.

Standards  can  also  help  to      

 of a product and the   of its production,

thus appealing to environmentally- and socially-conscious consumers. Such

positive  externalities  can

be  reflected  in  a  price

premium,  a  more  stable

international demand, and

a  better  redistribution  of

the  profit  (with  more  go-

ing to the small farmers or

producers,  and  less  cap-

tured by intermediaries). 

owever,  as  there  are

hundreds  of  environ-

mental standards and their

requirements  and  poten-

tial are not always easy to

assess, some   

  

      

(including the private sector) is very important. Such support has to tackle

sector identification needs (e.g. data gathering to be able to focus on those

industries  where  there  is  untapped  potential),  training  needs  (both  for

production practices and for standard adherence), financial needs (to cover,

for example, the certification fees and initial investment required to shift from

conventional  production practices),  coordination challenges  (ranging from

coordinating  small  producers  among  themselves  and  with  suitable  larger

companies, to providing appropriate marketing for international markets, to

accessing such markets, and redistributing a sufficient share of  the profits

back to the small producers).

tandards can a so he p to

ade uate y re lect oth the

desira le c aracteristics of

a product and the ositi e

e ternalities of its

production  thus appea in

to en iron entally and

socially conscious

consu ers
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 o      o  l  
l

In the primary sector, many examples of policies and transnational initiatives

can be given. One interesting example, discussed in ox  is a transnational

initiative for the export of  organic tea from  to international markets.

Most of Nepalese tea is sold to India and it is then exported to international

markets as India Dar eeling tea. In an effort to reach international markets

directly, a  partnership  was formed in 2007 between over  a hundred local

farmers, a private Nepalese tea company, the German Development Agency

and a German private company for the production and direct exportation of

organic Nepalese tea. 

Another example discussed in ox  in hapter  is provided by the policies

in   to  promote  its  exports  of  organic  cocoa and sustainable  fish

products.  In  its   t on  E port  tr te y  or  t n e  n  Green

ro ct , Ecuador identified cocoa-chocolate and fisheries as socio-economic

priority  sectors  and  set  out  an  action  plan  to  make  these  sectors  more

competitive and socially and environmentally sustainable. The action plan

calls for the adoption of  voluntary sustainability standards in the fisheries

sector  and  the  certification  of  its  entire  cacao  and  chocolate  production

according to environmental and social sustainability standards.

o   E ports of Nepa ese or anic tea 

he  partnership  rou ht  to ether  over  a  hundred  sma  tea  farmer  roups  of  the
underpaani  ea  ooperative  in  Eastern  Nepa  the  oca  tea  company  the  German

Deve opment A ency and a German private  sector  partner  he farmers  and the tea
company received trainin  and e uipment to  conduct  or anic  a ricu tura  practices
or anic standards and certification  mana ement and monitorin  soft are (for the tea
company to trac  the ua ity of  the tea throu h the production process)  ome 
farmers ere trained to e a e to train other farmers in turn (trainin  the trainers)  he
tea  thus  produced  as  commercia ised  throu h  the  German  private  sector  partner
direct y to internationa  mar ets as or anic Nepa ese tea pirit of the underpaani  he
transaction as not on y socia y and environmenta y positive ut a so economica y
profita e for farmers  ho spent ess on chemica  inputs and received t ice as much
money  per  i o ram  of  reen  tea  eaves  compared  to  the  nationa  avera e  for
conventiona  reen tea eaves  his sho s the types of enefits  socia  environmenta
and  economic   that  can  e  derived  from  this  type  of  support  he  ey  is  the
identification of a sector here there is untapped potentia  and here initia  support can
resu t in further and e ponentia  deve opment  he approach of trainin  the trainers and
the economic advanta es attracted in turn many more farmers interested in s itchin  to
or anic production

ource  GI Inc usive Deve opment of the Economy Pro ramme (2 2)
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Opportunities in organic agriculture are ust one illustration of  the broader

opportunities  that  arise  from  sustainable  agriculture,  which  also  include

more efficient agricultural methods (e.g. with less carbon-intensive or water-

intensive  irrigation  systems),  fair-trade  labelled  agricultural  products,  and

many others.

 o     o  o   

In  the  secondary  sector,  green  manufacturing,  broadly  understood  as

manufacturing processes that reduce the amount of  natural resources and

energy required for a finished product as well as the externalities associated

with waste  and pollution,  can be certified with significant  advantages  for

market  access  and  product  competitiveness.  or  example,  certification  of

compliance  with  the    (Environmental  Management  System)

standard discussed in ox 2 can increase market access opportunities. This is

why the Egyptian Ministry of Trade and Industry has supported companies

that wish to be certified as complying with the ISO 1 001 standard paying up

to   per  cent  of  the  consultancy  and  certification  costs.  Green

manufacturing is further discussed in hapter .

 o      o  l  o

Standards can also be used for the tertiary (services) sector.  offered

to foreign tourists can be understood as a form of  trade to the extent that

tourists  exchange  foreign  currency  (converted  into  local  currency)  for

services provided to them. The selection of such services is sometimes driven

by appropriate  certification of  touristic  facilities  (e.g.  hotels  or  lodges)  as

socially  and or  environmentally  responsible.  One  particularly  noteworthy

advantage of  tourism is  its  spillover  effect  promoting the  development  of

other  sectors  such  as  energy,  telecommunications,  protection  of

environmental and cultural sites, and the like. ox  briefly refers to a 

 used to certify the energy and resource  efficiency of  hotels  and

resorts in Asian countries.
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o   eadership in Ener y and Environmenta  Desi n ( EED)

One e emp ary initiative that he ps promote sustaina e tourism is  the eadership in
Ener y and Environmenta  Desi n ( EED) certification pro ramme  EED certifies that a

ui din  is desi ned and constructed ith the oa  of achievin  hi h performance in ey
areas of human and environmenta  hea th  ased on indicators such as ater savin s
ener y efficiency  materia s se ection and indoor environmenta  ua ity  EED provides a
point ased  system across  severa  re evant  areas  ased  upon the  num er  of  points
achieved  a pro ect receives the EED ratin  eve s ertified  i ver  Go d or P atinum  he

EED is administered y the Green ui din  ertification Inc (G I)  hich uarantees
independent  third party revie  and verification of re istered pro ects to determine if
they have met the standards set forth y the EED ratin  system  EED certification can

e  adapted  to  different  types  of  ui din s  from  homes  to  hote s  to  corporate
head uarters  and e  conducted at  a  phases  of  deve opment  herefore  EED may
certify ui din  desi n  interior desi n and construction  as e  as ui din  operations
and maintenance  EED furthermore  certifies  sustaina e  nei h orhood deve opment
pro ects  EED is the most ide y used third party verification for reen ui din s  ith
around 2 2 mi ion s uare feet ein  certified dai y  

ource  http eed us c or

  T e use o  standards to re ulate i orts

Standards, in the broad meaning used in this chapter, which encompasses

regulatory measures as well as private standards and initiatives, can be a tool

of green industrial policy by importing countries. Green infant industries can

be protected through a variety of  measures, which include    

 . Among the latter, certain categories of measures that can be

called      specifically  address  the  characteristics,

composition, safety, production process, packaging and labelling of  traded

products. ithin this type of measures, a sub-category specifically focuses on

the protection of plant, animal and human health. They are called 

  . 

Given the trade restrictive potential of  technical barriers to trade, including

sanitary and phytosanitary  measures, they are specifically regulated at the

TO level by the Agreement on Technical arriers to Trade ( ) and the

Agreement  on  Sanitary  and  Phytosanitary  Measures  ( ).  These  two

agreements aim to balance the need to adopt this type of  measure, which

constitutes legitimate regulatory action, with the need to avoid their misuse

for protectionist purposes. The       

       (i.e. when the harmful

effects of  a product are left unaddressed) sits somewhere in the middle of

these  two  opposite  sides  of  the  spectrum.  ence,  the  legality  of  such
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measures must be assessed in the light of  the specific design features and

context of  each measure. This said,  one important avenue through which

consistency  can  be  achieved  is  by  adherence  to   

harmonising  the  requirements  imposed  on  imported  products.  Thus,  the

adoption of such international standards can be seen as another example (see

also the discussion in hapter 2 of an environmental goods agreement) of a

coordinated green industrial policy, whereby many States decide to raise the

bar for product characteristics and processes so as to reflect their desirable

environmental  and  social  implications.  The  present  section  discusses  the

types of measures that can be adopted by States to regulate imports in order

to  promote  green  industries  and  then  turns  to  the  legal  space  under

international  trade  rules  left  for  unilateral  technical  barriers  to  trade

(including sanitary and phytosanitary measures) as well as for measures that

are based on international standards.

 o  l  o 

The use of  policy measures that are legally considered technical barriers to

trade  (including  sanitary  and  phytosanitary  measures)  is  widespread  in

practice.  The  US  Office  of  the  Trade  Representative  prepares  an  annual

report on foreign barriers to trade (of US products and services) and records,

among others, the adoption of  these types of  measures country-by-country.

e have discussed components and design of  technical barriers to trade in

section 2.1. It may be useful to identify some recurrent types of  measures

(USTR (201 )). 

ood safety regulations as well as non-binding standards are recurrent. y

way of illustration,     is generally sub ect

to  either  mandatory  regulations  (e.g.  in  hile  or  Thailand)  or  voluntary

standards  (e.g.  orea)  and  it  can  adopt  different  formats  (e.g.  front-of-

package labels, of a certain size, using a stop light  format to better convey

the message). 

Another  measure  frequently used by the  EU is  resort  to   

    with trading partners on a variety

of  goods ranging from machinery and electrical products, to toys, medical

appliances or pharmaceuticals. Under these agreements, the trading partner

agrees to adhere to EU technical standards and regulations in exchange for

facilitated conformity assessment in the EU for some categories of products. 

States may also resort to   that, in practice, condition the

viability  of  commercialising  a  product  in  a  given  market.  ox   briefly

discusses the case of solar panel certification in orea.
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o   orea s standards for so ar pane s

orea s Ener y ana ement orporation ( E O) on y certifies one type of thin fi m
so ar pane  hich is manufactured y orean producers  as meetin  its version of the
Internationa  E ectrotechnica  ommission  standard  hi e  comp iance  ith  that
standard is  not  technica y  re uired for  sa e of  so ar  pane s in  the orean mar et  a
company i  not e commercia y via e in orea ithout E O certification  As a
resu t  forei n so ar pane  producers that ma e different inds of thin fi m pane s i  find
themse ves una e to compete in the orean mar et

ource  U  (2 )

l o  o  T l B  o T  TBT   
  o     o l 

 l

Standards adopted by countries are highly regulated in international trade

law. The T T and SPS agreements impose some disciplines on governments

when adopting such standards as well as when regulating standard-adopting

constituencies  (local  governments  and  non-governmental  agencies).

Generally  speaking,  the  system  of  these  two  treaties  is  based  on  three

components

■ The first inquiry is whether the measure in question falls within the scope of

the relevant agreement  

■ If  that is the case, then a number of  disciplines have to be complied with

and 

■ ompliance  is  facilitated (presumed)  if  the  measure  reflects  international

standards. 

Generally, measures that qualify as     are regulated

by the T T Agreement. A measure is defined as a technical barrier to trade

and therefore falls under the T T Agreement if  it qualifies as a technical

regulation , a standard  or a conformity assessment  procedure, as defined

by the Agreement. If  this is the case, then a number of  obligations apply,

including  non-discrimination  (most-favoured-nation  clause  and  national

treatment clause)  proportionality (generally referred to as necessity  because

it requires that the measure is not more trade restrictive than necessary to

fulfil  a  legitimate  ob ective)  and  transparency  (including  advance

notification, some measure of participation by affected trading partners, and

reasonable interval in the introduction of  the measure). As discussed in the

next  paragraph,  meeting  international  standards  is  important  for  the

assessment  of  whether  the  measure  is  necessary  or  proportionate  to  the

ob ective pursued. 
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ithin the broad category of technical barriers to trade, some measures have

a specific purpose of  protecting        

against risks in food, feed, pests or disease. These measures are governed by

the SPS Agreement. The system is similar to the T T Agreement. If  the

measure qualifies as an SPS measure (in other words  if  it falls under the

definition of a SPS measure under the Agreement), then it must meet certain

requirements,  namely  that  the  measure  is  science-based  (with  a  narrow

exception  for  the  adoption  of  precautionary  measures),  it  is  non-

discriminatory  (the test  here does not concern competing products as the

case in the GATT but rather the absence of  discrimination between States

party  to the Agreement,  that  have similar conditions, in terms of  risk or

exposure to substances that may have a sanitary or phytosanitary impact),

and it is transparently adopted and implemented (which includes obligations

of notification and consultation, as well as obligations of  reasonableness in

the processes to assess compliance with the measures). Again, consistency

with international standards facilitates the assessment of  consistency of  the

measure with international trade rules. 

onsistency with    is therefore important for the de-

velopment and adoption of the measures discussed in this chapter. Under the

T T Agreement, international standards are those adopted by bodies whose

activities  in  standardisation

are  widely  recognised  and

whose  membership  is  open

on  a  non-discriminatory

basis to all  TO Members,

even  if  the  stand-

ard has not been adopted by

consensus.  If  an  existing  or

forthcoming  international

standard is used as a basis

of  the measure at stake, and

this  measure  is  an  effective

and  appropriate  means  to

fulfil  a  legitimate  ob ective,

then there is a rebuttable presumption that the measure does not constitute

an unnecessary obstacle to trade. A similar test for international standards is

applied in the context of the SPS Agreement, which specifically refers to the

odex  Alimentarius  ommission,  the  orld  Organization  for  Animal

ealth, and the Secretariat of the International Plant Protection onvention.

The measure adopted by States may rely on such standards in different ways

(it may be based on  the standard, it may conform to  it, or it may impose a

higher level of protection than the standard). If the State s measure conforms

to  the  international  standard,  then  there  is  a  rebuttable  presumption  of

consistency with both the SPS Agreement and the General Agreement on

One important avenue

throu h hich consistency

can e achieved is y

ad erence to international

standards harmonisin  the

re uirements imposed on

imported products
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Tariffs and Trade ( ).  In practice, the assessment of  the standard as

well as of  the relation between the measure and the standard are complex

matters  both  under  the  T T  Agreement  and  the  SPS  Agreement.

Representative examples are provided in section .2 below.
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  Green e ort olicy in t e a in  t e case o  out  
rica

South  Africa  has  a  diverse  agricultural  sector  that  includes  field  crops,

horticulture, animal production, dairy farming, fish farming, game farming

and agro-processing. hile the share of  organic agricultural production is

currently  small  (0.0  percent  as  of  201 )  and  local  demand  limited,

developing organic agricultural  exports could be a ma or driver for South

Africa s green economy, supporting social development while safeguarding

natural  resources.  As  of  December  201 ,  South  Africa  did  not  have  a

government regulation or standard for organic products in place (although it

subsequently established one). Also, it is difficult to identify organic products

with high export potential as neither government nor industry collect data on

organic products and most available information from international organic

certification bodies is based on estimates only and on demand  rather than

supply. hile these factors demonstrate some of the existing challenges, they

also illustrate the untapped potential of organic agriculture in the country. 

In this context, UN Environment was requested to analyse South Africa s

potential for organic agriculture. The results of the analysis were published in

its         

   .  The report  identified a number of  products

that,  if  suitably  certified,  bear  ma or  organic  trade  opportunities.  These

include  rooibos  tea,  honeybush,  grape  wine,  table  grapes,  apples,  pears,

citrus,  etc.  or  South  Africa  to  be  able  to  make  use  of  these  trade

opportunities,  the  study  recommends  several  initiatives,  e.g.  the

establishment of  a  national  organic  regulation or standards  (which South

Africa did in 2017), specific data gathering on the organic market and the

development  of  information,  training  and  capacity-building  schemes  to

facilitate  conversion  of  non-organic  farming  systems.  urthermore,  the

report recommends the establishment of Organic Agricultural Development

ones, and the provision of financial incentives and support for compliance

with foreign food safety and sanitary phytosanitary regulation as well as for

suitable certification. 

To  support  the  export  potential  for  South  Africa s  organic  agricultural

products,  the  report  recommends  facilitating  trade  through  international

agreements. To do so, South Africa may build upon its pre-eminent position

in  Africa  and  promote  organic  agriculture  exports  through  regional

economic  integration  schemes.  Also,  South  Africa  could  consider  trade

facilitation preferential  agreements  with  ma or  markets  for  organic

agricultural products, notably the EU.
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  Green standards under t e T T and P  ree ents

In the cases    (2012) and   Tuna- ol in II (2012), the TO

Appellate  ody  found  that  the  US  measures  challenged  (labelling

requirements) violated the non-discrimination discipline in Article 2.1 of the

T T  Agreement.     Tuna- ol in  II (2012)  concerned  labelling

requirements (the DP IA dolphin-safe label) relating to the process through

which tuna was caught, which could only carry the dolphin-safe label in the

US markets if certain conditions on the catch-area, type of vessel and fishing

method were met. Mexico challenged the measure, which it characterised as

a technical regulation  in the meaning of Article 2.1 of the T T Agreement.

The US contended instead that the measure in question was voluntary and

was  therefore  not  to  be  considered a  technical  regulation.  The Appellate

ody  sided  with  Mexico.  It  considered  that  while  the  label  was  not  a

requirement for the sale of  tuna in the US, the US measure establishes a

single and legally mandated set of requirements  10 to the exclusion of other

dolphin-safe labels. It was therefore to be considered a technical regulation

under the T T Agreement. In     (2012), anada challenged US

labelling measures requiring that consumers at the retail level be informed of

the country of  origin of  certain commodities (beef  and pork) and that, in

order for the US to be considered the country of origin, the animals must be

exclusively  born,  raised  and  slaughtered  in  the  US. The  Appellate  ody

confirmed  the  finding  of  the  panel  according  to  which  the  measure

amounted to  de acto discrimination between domestic and foreign cattle in

violation of Article 2.1 of the T T Agreement. In both cases, the Appellate

ody  clarified  that  labelling  measures  incentivizing  private  action  to  the

detriment of a foreign product as compared to a domestic one can constitute

de acto discrimination in violation of the T T Agreement.

A variety of standards, broadly understood, may be also governed by the SPS

Agreement when they concern human, plant and animal health. In India 

A ricultural  Products (201 ),  the  TO  Dispute  Settlement  ody  assessed

measures  adopted  by  India  banning  the  import  of  certain  agricultural

products due to alleged concerns over the spread of  avian influenza  ,

otherwise known as bird avian flu. In its ruling, the Appellate ody agreed

with the panel s finding that measures that are not adopted on the basis of a

risk assessment are presumed to be in violation of  Article 2.2 of  the SPS

Agreement.  owever,  it  reversed  in  part  the  panel s  finding  that  this

This section is based on TO dispute settlement reports (www.wto.org) and on Shedd, D. T., 

The orld Trade Organization Agreement on Technical arriers to Trade and Recent ood 

Labeling ases. ongressional Research Service, available at  

http nationalaglawcenter.org wp-content uploads assets crs R 210.pdf (11 une 201 ) 

(Last retrieved 1 uly 2017).

10 Appellate ody Report, U.S Tina II, at paragraph 1
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provision had been violated. Indeed, the Appellate ody considered that the

panel had failed to take into account the evidence relied on by India to rebut

the presumption of  inconsistency. owever, the Appellate ody confirmed

the  panel s  finding  that  India s  measures  violated  Article   of  the  SPS

Agreement  because  they  required  the  prohibition  of  all  imports  from

countries that had notified cases of AI, thereby including in the prohibition

also AI-free areas within those countries. The Appellate ody also confirmed

the  panel s  finding  that  India s  measures  were  significantly  more  trade-

restrictive than necessary to achieve India s level of  protection against AI,

and  therefore  that  they  were  in  violation  of  Article  .  of  the  SPS

Agreement.
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